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CERVICAL SPINAL CORD ATROPHY IN NMOSD
WITHOUT A HISTORY OF MYELITIS OR
MRI-VISIBLE LESIONS

Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD)
is an autoimmune disease that usually presents with
optic neuritis or severe myelitis. NMOSD can be
diagnosed after only one typical clinical syndrome
if immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies against the
aquaporin-4 receptor (NMO-IgG) are present.1 Pa-
tients with NMOSD can develop marked spinal
cord atrophy after myelitis,2,3 but it is unknown
whether atrophy can occur without a history of mye-
litis. To address this question, we compared the
mean upper cervical cross-sectional area (MUCCA)
in patients with NMOSD without MRI cord lesions
or history of myelitis, patients with NMOSD with
MRI cord lesions or history of myelitis, patients with
multiple sclerosis (MS), and neurologically intact
controls.

Methods. Participants. We identified 33 NMO-IgG-
positive patients with NMOSD, 33 age- and disease
duration–matched patients with MS from the NYU
MS Care Center, and 20 age-matched neurologically
intact controls whose cervical spine and brain MRI
scans, performed for headache or neck pain, were
normal. All subjects were women. We correlated cer-
vical spinal cord atrophy with disability via patient-
derived disease steps (PDDS) score.4

Protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents.

The study was approved by the local institutional
review board.

Statistical analysis.We used analysis of covariance to
compare groups for MUCCA adjusted for age when
the comparison involved the control group, and
adjusted for age and disease duration when the 2
patient groups were compared. Spearman rank correla-
tions were used to evaluate associations for MUCCA
with disability score, age, disease duration, lesion
length ratio, and episodes of myelitis.

MRI data. We included cervical studies performed
on 1.5T or 3T MRI scanners with slice thickness
between 3 and 5 mm. Scans with gadolinium-
enhancing lesions were excluded. A board-certified neu-
roradiologist grouped the patients with NMOSD into

those with and without lesions in the cervicothoracic
spinal cord. For the patients with NMOSD, lesion ratio
was calculated as the total vertical span of lesions from
C2/C3 to C6/C7 divided by the total length over this
cervical region.

MRI postprocessing. T2-weighted axial images were
processed using PropSeg semiautomated segmenta-
tion software.5 We calculated the MUCCA by aver-
aging the cross-sectional areas from sections between
the C2/C3 intervertebral space and the C3/C4 inter-
vertebral space.

Results. Clinical data. We identified 13 patients with
NMOSD without cervical lesions, 6 of whom also
had no history of myelitis and no visible lesions
throughout the cord (table 1 and table e-1 at
Neurology.org/nn).

Spinal cord cross-sectional area.We first evaluated pa-
tients with NMOSD without lesions in the region of
the MUCCA analysis in order to avoid focal effects of
prior inflammation on the cord cross-sectional area.
We found that patients with NMOSD without upper
cervical lesions had a 16% decrease in MUCCA vs
neurologically intact controls (57.0 6 4.2 mm2 and
68.1 6 8.0 mm2, respectively; p , 0.001). We then
examined the subset of 6 patients without either a
clinical history of myelitis or MRI lesions to avoid
potential anterograde/retrograde effects of inflamma-
tory damage elsewhere in the spinal cord and found
that MUCCA in this group (57.4 6 5.8 mm2) was
also decreased 16% compared to controls (p5 0.004;
table 1, figures e-1 and e-2). MUCCA of the patients
with NMOSD without MRI lesions or myelitis was
larger (57.5 6 5.4 mm2) than in patients with
NMOSD with a history of myelitis (44.4 6

12.3 mm2), but similar to that of patients with MS
(59.2 6 10.2 mm2).

Correlations between cervical cross-sectional area and

disability. For the patients with NMOSD but no
upper cervical lesions (n 5 9 with PDDS disability
scores available), MUCCA correlated with the disa-
bility score (R520.86, p5 0.007; adjusted for age),
but not with disease duration, episodes of myelitis, or
age. For the entire NMOSD cohort (n 5 22 with
PDDS available), MUCCA correlated well with dis-
ability (R 5 20.72; p , 0.001; adjusted for age,
episodes of myelitis, and lesion length ratio).
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Discussion. We found cervical spinal cord atrophy
in patients with NMOSD without a clinical history
of myelitis or any spinal cord lesions on MRI, sug-
gesting that cervical atrophy may occur without prior
destructive attacks or degeneration related to lesions
elsewhere in the spinal cord. A number of studies
have documented diffuse brain atrophy in patients
with NMOSD,6,7 and it is possible that cord atrophy
seen in our patients also is due to a diffuse underlying
process that occurs without myelitis. Alternatively, or
perhaps co-contributory, the patients with NMOSD
without visible lesions may have experienced transient
or subclinical inflammatory events that resulted in
only subtle spinal cord pathology not visible on
conventional MRI.

Similar to previous reports,2 we found a correlation
between MUCCA and general disability, suggesting a
potential role for MUCCA as a biomarker for disease
progression in clinical trials for NMOSD. Whether
lower MUCCA has diagnostic and prognostic value
in NMOSD requires further investigation. Longitudi-
nal studies on patients with NMOSD without myelitis
are necessary to validate our findings and better char-
acterize the atrophy process involving the cord.
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Table 1 Demographics and MUCCA results

NMOSD with no history of myelitis
and no spinal cord lesions

NMOSD with a
history of myelitis MS Controls

No. 6 27 33 20

Age, y, mean 6 SD 40 6 15.7 49.6 6 11.0 44.3 6 14.4 45.4 6 13.0

Disease duration, y, mean 6 SD 0.5 6 1.2 8.4 6 5.4 9.4 6 8.8 NA

PDDS, mean (range) 1.0 (0–4) 3.2 (0–8) 2.4 (0–8) NA

MUCCA, mm2, mean 6 SD 57.4 6 5.8a,b 44.4 6 12.3c,d 59.2 6 10.2c 68.1 6 8.0

Abbreviations: MS 5 multiple sclerosis; MUCCA 5 mean upper cervical cross-sectional area; NA 5 not applicable; NMOSD 5

neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; PDDS 5 patient-derived disease steps.
p Values reported below using analysis of variance adjusted for age with Tukey correction for multiple comparisons.
a p Value vs control 5 0.004.
b p Value vs NMOSD with myelitis ,0.001.
c p Value vs control ,0.001.
d p Value vs MS ,0.001.
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